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Restructuring vs. Liquidation
§ Distress or insolvency usually leads to either restructuring or liquidation
§ Insolvency Test
§ ─ cash flow test

─ balance sheet test

§ Liquidation
§ ─ Involves the sale of the assets with proceeds distributed to creditors in
Restructuring
accordance with their priority
§ ─ kill not cure: job losses, fire sales, value dissipation, proceeds are usually
less than claims of creditors
§ Restructuring
§ ─ an alternative to liquidation and a viable option only where the going
concern value exceeds the liquidation value – therefore valuation is key
§ ─ tool for creditors/ debtors/ investors
§ ─ usually saves company, saves jobs, preserves value
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The Trading Curve and Restructuring Timeline of a Business
Profit warnings
Falling confidence
Low / No growth

1. Business
transformation

Cash flow pinched
Covenants breached
Creditors mounting
Bank pressure
Low morale
Twilight Zone

2. Turnaround
§ director or
shareholder
sanctioned

Money

§ redundancies
§ cost cutting
§ business plan
review
§ operational
inefficiency

3. Consensual
workouts and
New Money
§ debt resolution
negotiations

Litigation
options for
creditors

Time

4. Insolvency
restructuring
tools
Administration
Receivership

5. Liquidation
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Aviation Restructuring Roadmap
Brown Rudnick’s approach to restructuring is an all-encompassing and comprehensive one, designed to create
a sustainable model with an implementable roadmap and clearly defined action items.
Strategy 1

Strategy 2

Strategy 3

In practice, Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 overlap.
Indeed, the most successful restructurings will
normally effect debt and operational
restructurings simultaneously

Distressed Airline

•

Conduct
company health
check and due
diligence

Restructuring

Debt
Restructuring:
• Full review of
existing debtors
and creditors
• Negotiate
debt
restructuring
solutions

New Money Investment

Debt and Equity
Investment
Asset Disposal (NonCore)

Implementation

Operational Restructuring:
• Management
enhancement, cost
cutting, operational
efficiency
• Business model, review of
routes fleet, workforce,
systems etc.
• PR strategy to introduce
new and improved
airline to the market

Strategic International
Partner/Consolidation
Alternative Revenue
Resources
•

Post-restructuring, the hope is
that the airline will be an
attractive partnership/
investment prospect, which
can meet its debt obligations
as and when they fall due
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Operational Restructuring

A
B
C

•Identify where efficiencies and cost savings can be made and new revenue
streams be developed
•Cash management strategy – cash is king in times of distress
•Management enhancement
•Route review & fleet rationalisation (use of current fleet more efficiently)

•Preparation of an operational business plan for a 3-year, 5-year and 10-year
horizon

•Implementation of an operational strategy road map
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Operational Road Map – some areas for attention
Improvement
of Operations

Fleet Renewal
& Growth Plan

Alternative
Business Revenue
Sources

Marketing &
Branding

Safety

Ground
turnaround

MRO

Pricing structure

Improve safety
record – full
audit /
Certification

Time
management

Inflight sales

Loyalty
schemes

Maintenance
and facilities

Service quality

Alliances

Booking systems

Staff training

Hotels, airport
transfers,
car hire, etc.

Branding

Target Market –
segmentation

Organisational
culture
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Debt Restructuring and Liability Management
Debt restructuring tools include the following:

Debt Write
Down

• Negotiations with creditors in respect of a
debt write down.

Debt-to-Equity
Swap

• Exchange some of the debt into equity.
• Creditors will need to “buy in” to the future.

Debt-to-Debt
Swap

• Exchange some of the existing debt for new
debt, on amended terms.

Renegotiate/
terminate
contracts

• Negotiate (i) variation of existing contracts interest, MR, rent, return conditions,
• (ii) termination of onerous contracts.

Alternative
refinancing

• Alternative and innovative structures such as
tradeable tax credits.
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New Money Investment
§

Debt and Equity Investment

§

Asset Disposals (Non-core)
§ Needs to be carefully and strategically managed

§

Investment from Strategic Partners

§

Consolidation
§ Consolidation is the process by which airlines merge and form a smaller,
more efficient, less concentrated aviation market in a given territory
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Airline Consolidation
Advantages
•

•

•

Mergers usually result in financially
stronger carriers allowing them to better
compete in the market
Allows airlines to potentially increase
revenues by eliminating unprofitable or
redundant routes, and capitalising in
other ways (e.g. code share)
It is generally the ideal way to cut costs
without jeopardizing an airline’s
presence

Disadvantages
•

•
•

Too much consolidation can create
monopolies that distort competition, and
create barriers for smaller airlines
Ensure compliance with competition
laws
For consumers:
Ø May lead to poorer service, higher
prices due to fewer choices
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Airline Consolidation - Example
The United States is a key example of successful airline consolidation. 70% of its aviation market
is currently controlled by four primary airlines:
• American Airlines
• Delta Airlines
• Southwest Airlines
• United Airlines
As a result of airline consolidations in the United States, the airline industry has generally
become more stable– preventing large-scale turnover of airlines.
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Use of insolvency process
§

Sometimes it is not possible to achieve a consensual resolution and the assistance of a
formal insolvency legislative framework is required

§

Challenge for most of Africa – lack of appropriate insolvency legislation or tools
a) Moratorium – to “stay” creditor action
b) Cram down any hold out creditors
c) Valuation
d) New money / priming (“super-senior debt”)

§

However, many African countries are modernising their laws – For example Kenya has a
new administration law, South Africa has a new business rescue law

§

Forum shopping is a possibility, subject to conditions being met – Avianca is an example
of where a Colombian airline used US Chapter 11 to effect a restructuring
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Questions?
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Boston
One Financial Center
Boston, MA 02111
+1.617.856.8200
+1.617.856.8201

London
8 Clifford Street
London W1S 2LQ
+44.20.7851.6000
+44.20.7851.6100

Orange County
2211 Michelson Drive, 7th Floor
Irvine, CA 92612
+1.949.752.7100
+1.949.252.1514

Providence
10 Memorial Boulevard
Providence, RI 02903
+1.401.276.2600
+1.401.276.2601

Hartford
185 Asylum Street
Hartford, CT 06103
+1.860.509.6500
+1.860.509.6501

New York
7 Times Square
New York, NY 10036
+1.212.209.4800
+1.212.209.4801

Paris
1, rue François 1er
75008 Paris
+33(0)1.85.56.82.20
+33(0)1.85.56.82.21

Washington, DC
601 Thirteenth Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
+1.202.536.1700
+1.202.536.1701

Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.

Privileged & Confidential
Any references to Brown Rudnick LLP’s work for its other clients contained in
this pitch are confidential and should be used only for purposes of
reviewing this pitch

brownrudnick.com
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